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I

schemic stroke continues to be one the leading causes of death and disability
worldwide (1) Thrombolysis with intravenous reverse plasminogen activator
(IV-tPA) remained the mainstay treatment for the acute ischemic stroke
patient until multiple trials examining Mechanical Thrombectomy (MT)
with clot retrievers were positive in 2015 (2,3). However the effectiveness of
both intravenous and endovascular therapies are limited by their ultimate
adoption across different patient populations. Outcomes of elderly patients
with large vessel strokes undergoing Mechanical Thrombectomy (MT) are
largely unknown as they were excluded from most randomized clinical
trials (4). A review of the National Inpatient Sample (NIS) federal database
(through year 2011) indicated that elderly individuals undergoing MT
were twice as likely to die in the course of their hospitalization. These data
however, are fundamentally confounded by heterogeneity and an inability
to identify patients with similar stroke burden as the comparator group.
Thus, using this type of data to extrapolate poor outcomes in elderly patients
undergoing MT is problematic.
Citing futility, deferring treatment with IV- tPA in elderly populations was
once common practice (5). Although octogenarians fare worse than their
younger stroke counterparts (6), they still have better outcomes when treated
with IV-tPA (7).
Therefore, strokologists should make every effort to evaluate our elderly
stroke patients for acute stroke therapies. In regard to endovascular
reperfusion, we retrospectively analyzed patients 80 years and older admitted
with acute ischemic stroke over the previous 7 years in our own institution.
Overall patients did poorly however, those who underwent MT were less
likely to die. Surprising observations included that this decrease in mortality
was not explained by a higher rate of complications in the control group and
last seen normal (LSN) to groin puncture was not a significant predictor of
poor outcome.
Others have demonstrated that elderly patients may still benefit from MT (8).
It is especially meaningful to improve a patient’s ability to achieve functional
independence in a population who previously rarely survived their index
stroke.
Large vessel stroke in elderly patients is indicative of a poor prognosis in
general (6). However, current investigations suggest that patients treated with
MT may do better than untreated and certainly do not fare worse, arguing
against exclusion based solely on age. Interestingly, time to groin puncture
may not be a significant predictor of poor outcome, suggesting that wakeup strokes might still derive a benefit from treatment (9,10). For better
guidance, further studies dedicated to the elderly population are warranted.
Barring prospective studies, a more comprehensive review could yield

valuable information using a larger database. American Heart Association’s
Get With the Guidelines (GWTG) recently added the necessary data points
for MT patients potentially allowing for such meaningful analyses in the near
future. In the meantime, evaluation of baseline functional status, medical
comorbidities, and goals of care should guide management in elderly patients
with an acute large vessel occlusion.
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